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BY PALOMINO – SINCE 1968

Travel Trailers • Fifth Wheels • Destination Trailers • Toy Haulers

Pendant lighting over island

Decorative backsplash

value packed features

Kitchen drawer glides

Smooth, finished edge underbed 1.3 Cu. ft., stainless steel
storage protects delicate items microwave

Bedrooms include a 60” x 80” queen bed, designer bedspread,
pillow shams, night stands and large wardrobes. (Select models)

L-shaped galley with spice
storage and dual cabinet access

The sofa has a flip-down drink
tray and additional storage

3-Burner stove /21” oven with
glass cover and backlit controls

USB charging ports

Stainless steel 11 Cu. ft., 12V
refrigerator (Most models)

Hardwood framed mortise
and tenon cabinet doors

Undermount stainless steel sink, 84” U-dinette converts to a
roll-up covers, high-rise faucet
sleeping area, with storage and
and seamless countertop
a 110V outlet underneath

Friction hinge door with
window and kick plate

Convenience Center panel
controls slides, awning, interior
and porch lights, water pump/
heater; shows battery/tank
capacities

Two-tone slideout fascia

Energy efficient LED lighting

Wall art with coat hooks

Solid aluminum triple steps

Pass-through storage

Two-tone exterior metal

Back-up camera ready

Lighted outdoor speakers

Radius compartment doors are
silicone sealed to protect from
the elements

Prewired for solar power for
extended stays

Reliable rack and pinion flush
floor slide system

Tinted windows add style
and reduce interior fading

King Jack omni-directional
HDTV antenna with built-in,
long-range signal finder and
WiFi prep
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outdoor kitchen options
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Electric awning with LED
strip light. (Optional on
Destination trailers)

New large front window. (Optional most models; standard on
31FKRK)

Enclosed underbelly

EFFI C

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

USB Port

Optional outdoor kitchen has plenty of storage, both overhead
and under the counter, a 3.2 cu. ft. refrigerator, a microwave, a
griddle, hot and cold running water, plus a handy USB wireless
charging dock with expansion capabilities. (Select models)
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Entertainment center with
FM/CD/DVD/Bluetooth stereo.
(5100 BTU Fireplace and choice
of 32” or 39” TV are optional)
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Smooth, aerodynamic radius
front metal with diamond plate

34” x 34” ABS radius shower
with a skylight and glass
shower doors. (Most models)
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Closet has washer/dryer prep
and a shelf. (Select models)

Optional Micro kitchen with
pull-out induction cooktop,
removable sink with sprayer,
and a 1.6 cu. ft. refrigerator.
(Select models)

Wall hugger reclining theater
seats (Optional)

This mini kitchen option
includes a pull-out induction
cooktop, a 1.6 cu. ft.
refrigerator, a removable
sink, cookware and utensils.
(Select models)

Hot and cold outside shower

Roller shades

Beauflor® linoleum flooring has
a 7-year cold crack warranty

Puma by Palomino,
a Division of Forest River, Inc.
2551 Century Drive • Goshen, IN 46528
www.palominorv.com

Aluminum wheels, Super Lube
axles and ABS molded fender
skirts (Optional)

All information contained in this brochure is believed to be accurate at the time of
publication. However, during the model year, it may be necessary to make revisions and
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the discontinuance of models shown in this brochure. Therefore, please consult with your
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